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“Some editors are failed writers,
but so are most writers.”
T. S. Eliot

Black & Blue
Friday
By Alec Hamer ~ Daily Bull

As you all know, Turkey Day
is fast approaching. The
most American of holidays,
Thanksgiving, will be here
November 25th! I’m so excited! Think of all the food!
Unfortunately, Thanksgiving
also gives us the day that follows; Black Friday. OH THE
HUMANITY!!
Why have a day where people literally get killed at Best
Buy for being in line? Is that
a new flat screen TV at a horrendously low price? GET
OUT OF MY WAY.. IT’S MINE!
It’s not that I don’t love capitalism because trust me, I
do. It’s just why have a day
that’s designed to be a cluster-fuck? I’ve been to Mall
of America on Black Friday.
I’ve also been to an “early
bird special.” All I can say is
wow. I don’t why they call
it Black Friday. It should really be called Black and Blue
Friday.
I’ve seen it all. Grandmas
...see red saturday? on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like vegetarian pizza!

Bad News
By Bill Melcher ~ Daily Bull

Scientists made a shocking discovery
just a few hours ago. Time in the Upper
Peninsula has undergone a never-before-seen mutation. In early September,
Lake Superior
underwent
an abnormal warming
phase, causing a new fault
line to form
from Thunder
Bay, ON, to
Muskegon,
MI. Such a
phenomenon
in turn caused
the Keeweenaw along with
sur rounding
atmosphere
to rise above
the earth and
eventually fling
off at a tangential velocity of approximately the speed of intergalactic smell.
We entered an orbit around the sun just
short of Mars by October, and conditions were just perfect enough that the
only significant changes in everyday life

were shortening of the days and a cold
front. However, we now orbit the sun
approximately 5,684 times per earthday, and therefore time has slowed
significantly
on our new
“planet”.
Time passes
much slower
here than it
does on the
ear th we
knew. On
our home
world, it’s
now the year
2113, a hundred years
af ter I was
supposed
to graduate,
but on planet
Keeweenaw
we haven’t
even finished a semester yet.

Pic o’ the Day!

Oh God, the .jpeg artifacts.

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

“Dude, I totally knew this semester was
taking forevvvvvurrrrr….” comments
one Tech student when asked to comment on our situation. When asked
how this will affect plans he had for the
...see it’s relative on back

So did you all totally hear?
It’s like, supposed to snow, sometime... maybe...

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Couch Locked? Munchies?
No Problem, The Studio Delivers!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100
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caning people, soccer moms taking Not only that, but I also think that the
out other
m o r e
shopvaluable
pers with
the item,
minivans,
the more
e v e n
y o u
m e n
should
chokhave to
ing each
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o t h e r
it. For a
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the best
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power
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tools.
first conWhat have we
tender to draw
ZE BARBIES. MUST GET ZE BARBIES!
become?!!? This
blood. But for
is why I’m declaring that this nation a flat panel display… well it should
install a boxing ring in each town. be the last one standing. But in orNow, the fight can be taken out of der for this to happen some simple
the store and into the ring. People rules need to be put in place. First,
will no longer be forced to fight in a no weapons. Weapons are cool and
store where there is no referee. We all but no one these days is trained
can now be sure that the fight is a fair in weaponry. Guns would be nice,
one and that the winner deserved but then the fight would be too short
the victory.
lived. Second, well I ran out of rules
so the second rule is there are no
rules (except for weapons, those
aren’t allowed). I can’t wait for the
day when I can sit at home on Black
Friday, turn on the TV and watch
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By Cameron Long ~ Daily Bull

Doesn’t Belong…

Sri Lanka has declared war on wheat. No, I’m not shitting you. The government started banning wheat products “because wheat is a foreign import,
alien to an essentially rice-eating society and costly for its economy.” The
National Freedom Front, one of the government parties, says wheat is part
of a “conspiracy” by multinational companies to undermine Sri Lanka’s food
security. Actually, wheat is so vital that 2,000 Sri Lankan bakers have had to
close shop. The Sri Lankan government is pretty full of themselves if they
think that their food security matters worth a damn on the world stage.

Rawww,,,, terrorists rawwww..... evil wheat.

It stands to reason that if there are thousands of bakers who rely on wheat
and that wheat can be banned from government buildings, fast food joints,
and most public areas, Sri Lanka isn’t “essentially rice-eating” anymore,
despite what it might have been decades ago.
These whackjobs are even calling wheat bread eaters “terrorists” – this from
a country that had a front row seat
for the 2008 Mumbai terrorist attack.
Oh, and they say this ban will lead to
healthier diets. When was the last time
you heard of someone die of obesity,
cancer, a heart attack, pneumonia,
sepsis, ANYTHING FOR CHRIST’S SAKE,
and people said, “If only he hadn’t had
so much wheat in his diet?”

Liz Fujita, Jeremy “Mr. Sunshine” Loucks, Simon Mused, Jon “Big-O”
Mahan, Alec Hamer, John Pastore, Matt Villa, Mary Kennedy, Ruben
Garcia, Benjamin Loucks, Lauren Allen, Stephen Whittaker, Sam
Schall, Sandra Custer, Frank McGuire, Mike Cardwell, Bryne Judy,
Jeremy Moore, Bill Melcher, John Earnest, Kyle Roe, Cameron Long,
Olivia Zajac, Jodhbir Singh, the unquenchable Nathan Invincible,
and Popeye the sailor man.
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News in Briefs: One of These Grains,

25 people died in this store alone. That’s
not counting the 32 missing, and 67 injured,
as well as the mentally scarred...

-This rant has been brought to you
courtesy of a bakery employee.
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future, he elaborated “If I ever get
home, I’m gonna laugh at everyone
‘cause they’re so old. And hey, I bet
Obama isn’t president anymore.”
True dat, sir.
Anyhow, back on ear th, NASA
has been working feverishly to get
us home since the minute we left.
They ’ve only stopped working
for Thanksgiving, Christmas, Spring
Break, summer vacation, birthdays,
national holidays, weddings, breakfast, lunch, dinner, siesta, nap time,
and a week in 2024 when they all
went to Washington to fight for their
very existence.
Communication has finally been established, and NASA was shocked
to hear we were all not only alive
and well, but completely oblivious
to our condition. My only answer to
this strange ignorance is that we all
studied for midterms for about 40
earth-years. Our friends had mid-life
crises and children before we were
done with World Cultures. Now that
we’re self-aware, we can apply our
minds to help NASA find a solution,
which should make things go a bit
quicker. When we get back, we’ll
all make millions selling our everyday
MTU stories. On the bright side,
snow’s here!
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